
THE THIRD CAIRO ART FAIR

(December 2017)The Arts-Mart Gallery (www.arts-mart.com) is proud to officially 
announce the unveiling of Egypt’s largest ever contemporary art exhibition, the 3rd Cairo 
Art Fair. The Cairo Art Fair III will take place at The Arts-Mart Gallery, opening next 
Friday December 8th until February 15th 2017. The artwork will periodically change during 
the course of the fair. 

The Cairo Art Fair III (CAF III) will showcase the work of over 100 Egyptian artists 
participating with over 1000 artworks. CAF III is perhaps the most unconventional art fair in 
the region; breaking the boundaries of format, participation, duration and presentation, the 
fair is an unmissable synergy of art and artists. With a focus of embracement, the CAF 
III aims to democratically present the widest possible range of contemporary Egyptian 
talents. Displaying well-established artists alongside upcoming stars has always been, and 
continues to be the gallery's unique strategy, designed to portray an honest reflection of 
today's Egyptian art scene.  Expect to see artworks covering every inch of space, 
providing an unbeatable variety of genres, sizes and prices. 

Art enthusiasts will be pleasantly surprised by the pivotal new body of work by some of 
Egypt's most popular artists. Look out for Mohamed El Sharkawy's new 

http://www.posttagy.com/t/r-l-jrjlddyk-l-j/


enchantingly genuine phase, resulting from a series of personal events and changes. 
The free-flowing emotions that come through Mohamed Rabie's work, as well as the 
perfect fusion of ancient and contemporary in Mohamed Sabry's stunning new collection 
are sure to be turn-around points in their careers. Always noteworthy, Ibrahim El Tanbouli 
serves us a gorgeous feast for the eyes and heart. For the first time at Arts-Mart, Ayyad El 
Nimr will charm viewers with his blend of nostalgic figures and pop colours. Gamal 
Meleka, Mohamed Abu El Waffa, Mostafa Rahma, Khaled Hafez, Lina Mowafy, Hossam 
Dirar, Lubna Abdelaziz, Alaa Abu El Hamd, Aida Khalil, Ahmed Osman,  Mohamed El 
Ganouby,  Ali Saeed , Esraa Zidan and many others will also all be showing new work for 
the Cairo Art Fair. 

The third edition of the CAF is also shining a light on sculpture; bringing you some of the 
best Egyptian sculptors in one place. World-renowned Khaled Zaki will be showing his 
stunningly graceful pieces. Be sure to also look out for the iconic work of Ahmed Askalany, 
the inspirational work of Maged Mikhail (in collaboration with Karim Francis Gallery), 
Mohamed Banawy, Mahmoud El Deweihy, Ahmed Magdy and Islam Ebada, to mention a 
few.

For enquiries call 01000773860, or alternatively email: admin@arts-mart.com   
Instagram: ArtsMartGallery Facebook: ArtsMartEgypt #CairoArtFair  

ABOUT THE ARTS-MART GALLERY | www.arts-mart.com 
Launched in November 2012, Arts-Mart is a multi platform organisation that comprises of 
both online and offline platforms, a gallery space and events venue. The gallery mission is 
to connect audiences worldwide with both up-and- coming as well as established 
contemporary Egyptian artists. Our mission is to provide the space, information 
opportunities to establish a better appreciation of Egypt’s growing art industry.  With 
around 4000 art pieces and a continuously expanding portfolio of over 200 contemporary 
Egyptian artists, www.arts-mart.com is the largest online art gallery in the region and it’s 
physical counterpart is Cairo’s largest art space. The gallery also offers services such as 
try- before-you-buy, re-sale opportunities, specially commissioned art and art advisory for 
commercial, residential and corporate clients.  










